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GET Community ID is an integrated one-token solution that secures premises, manages access and 
services, and enhances user experience.

The solution is modular and consists of Access Control, Time & Attendance, e-Purse, Canteen Management 
and ID Issuance Modules.

GET Group provides its customers with:

▷ An integrated, one-token solution from a single vendor
▷ A perfectly adapted solution to the flexible work environment
▷ A tailored solution for the Middle East
▷ Robust security hardware
▷ Seamless interoperability with third-party systems

MODULES

Access Control

GET Access Control monitors and restricts the flow of people and vehicles into and within the premises in order to 
safeguard people and assets. People are identified by biometric or ID cards and granted access as per their predefined 
permissions. The system is designed to provide maximum security built on three dimensions: user, time, and zone.

The system is comprehensive by including Visitor Management and Vehicle Access Management components. Visitors 
are issued ID cards on site with limited access rights. Vehicles access to campus is restricted through barriers, where 
only drivers with authorized access can enter the premises. 

A Centralized Monitoring component integrates with CCTV, fire alarm, intrusion detection and other security systems 
and incorporates them with premises architectural drawings to constantly monitor premises and to trigger automatic 
commands to rapidly respond to security breaches and hazardous accidents.

▷ Integrated solution, managing access of staff, visitors and vehicles

▷ High security through advanced online viewer at access gates 
 Verification of cardholders’ identity by visual comparison of their registered photo and information at entry point.

▷ Scalable solution, supporting an unlimited number of terminals, input points and relay outputs

▷ Lower operational cost
 Easy operation and administration providing round-the-clock security while lowering operational cost by up to 75%.
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Time and Attendance

GET Time & Attendance is a robust system that registers employees’ attendance in real-time through a wide range of 
biometric, smart card and pin based terminals.

The system can also cater to employees working on non-standard or flexible shifts through its Advanced Plans & 
Shifts Management component. Moreover, seamless mobile support enables off-site employees to punch in/out from 
remote locations.

Its seamless integration with ERP, Payroll and other third-party systems facilitates various HR and administrative functions.

▷ Dynamic policy maker supporting non-standard work-patterns
 Creation of flexible shifts and plans as per business needs.

▷ Mobile attendance
 Registration of employees’ attendance at mobile sites through handheld readers.

▷ Elimination of attendance manipulation and fraud 
 Replacement of inefficient manual time tracking methods. 

▷ Integration with ERP systems
 Automatic export of attendance data to existing ERP system thus minimizing administrative work and eliminating   
 payroll overpayment.

e-Purse

GET e-Purse is an electronic money application that eliminates the use 
of cash for payments of different types of services inside the campus.

The system allows for charging, recharging and transferring of money 
between accounts.

It also manages the calculation, generation and processing of different 
types of bills and payments accordingly.

▷ Secure and cashless payments 
 Internationally proven and certified cryptography algorithms secure 

payment and prevent encrypted data tampering.

▷ Adaptable to any business requirements
 Easy adaptation to the needs of specific sectors and vertical 

markets regardless of project scope.

▷ Minimal Cash handling 
 Storage of electronic money in the electronic purse reduces risks 

of cash management.

▷ Integration with Microsoft Retail Management System
 Auto-management of the relation between the store system and 

the e-Purse application for payment deduction and refund as well 
as for blocking of cards. 
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ID Issuance

GET Group offers a complete ID Issuance module including its ID design software, cards printers and encoders. The full 
feature, user-friendly software is ideal for printing high volume of personalized identification cards with high quality graphics.

It allows organizations to design, customize, and produce various types of cards, starting from modestly designed cards to 
highly sophisticated cards with advanced secure elements.

People, being employees, students or visitors, are issued ID Smart Cards that serve as an identification for cardholders while 
they are within the premises. The ID card is used as a single token for identification, access, attendance and payments.

▷ Produces secure IDs
 Empowered with a set of advanced ID secure elements, topcoats, and laminates.

▷ Powerful set of graphic design tools
 Creative set of design tools makes it very simple to create card designs and 

templates with pictures, background, texts, shapes, etc…  

▷ Dynamic Data Fields
 Custom fields used in filtering and search operations.

▷ Card used across all modules
 One card used for recording cardholders’ access and attendance, and for the 

payment of different services.

Canteen Management

GET Canteen Management is an automated 
system that manages and controls subsidized 
food programs inside an organization in 
multiple locations.

The system streamlines the full cycle between 
the organizations, caterers, and cardholders 
starting from placing the order to delivery and 
payment in a secure and speedy manner.

▷ Easily customizable menus
 Advanced multiple restaurants support, 

where each restaurant can define menu’ 
categories and items’ prices.

▷ Groups and Visitors policies
 Multiple policies can be created and 

assigned to people as needed. 

▷ Added convenience through online ordering
 Faster service and stock control by 

enabling cardholders to view and place 
their orders online. 

▷ Minimal accounting errors 
 Auto generation of end of month financial 

and audit reports thus minimizing the 
possibility of human error.
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Supporting Hardware And Systems

In its commitment to provide a complete solution, GET Group integrates the latest in security technologies with its GET 
Community ID software modules. Whether it is GET Group’s proprietary security hardware products or third-party 
hardware, the solution is designed to provide maximum security and convenience of usage in the Middle Eastern market.

Taking into consideration customers’ budget and security needs, GET Group proposes the right hardware in each of the 
GET Community ID modules while ensuring seamless integration in the overall solution.

GET COMMUNITY ID OVERVIEW DIAGRAM
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In Access Control and Time and Attendance

GET Group provides open architecture controllers that connect to multiple 
types of terminal units with fingerprint, contactless card and keypad 
support allowing instant control over every terminal. All are offered with 
either proximity or Mifare or iClass cards depending on the business 
requirements.

GET Group offers its customers different designs of Tripod barriers, 
full-height and half-height turnstiles, and high speed swing and sliding gates 
that integrate with the above readers to efficiently control the flow of 
people at various entrance and exit points. 

For the control of vehicles access into the premises, barriers connect 
to long-range readers or handheld devices for superior convenience 
and security.

In ID Issuance

GET Group provides its proprietary ID card printer CP500, a 
state-of-the-art desktop 600 dpi pigment ink retransfer card printing 
solution, along with encoders supporting all types of cards. 

In addition, the system seamlessly works with other card printers such 
as Fargo and Datacard.
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